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1. Chair's Message: 
  
"Try not to become a man of success. Rather become a man of value."- Albert Einstein 
 
Welcome delegates to FLIMUN 2019. UN Women is a committee that is focused on the               
solution of problems that women have to deal with on a daily basis all around the world.                 
The topics that are going to be discussed during this committee sessions are Sexual              
Abuse and The Role of Women in Society. We sincerely hope that the deputies present               
are able to imagine, create, debate, and find reasonable solutions to the issues             
proposed in this commission. Also, we expect all of you to take this committee seriously               
enough to represent properly your delegations and raise suitable proposals to the            
assigned crisis. During this amazing journey that all of us are going to be part of, we                 
hope wonderful teamwork, in which all members support and respect each other with             
appropriate behavior and attitude.  
Without any more to add, we are grateful to participate in this amazing project along               
with all of you, we expect the best out of this committee and we wish the best for all of                    
you during FLIMUN 2019. 
If you have any questions or doubts, please contact us and we will be glad to help you. 
 
 
 
 
Oriana Granada Correa  
President  
oriana.granada@liceoingles.edu.co 
3116881536 
 
Natalia Carmona López 
President 
natalia.carmona@liceoingles.edu.co 
3174037831 
 
 
 

2. Introduction to the Committee: 
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UN Women is the United Nations entity dedicated to gender equality and the             
empowerment of women, it was established to accelerate progress on meeting their            
needs worldwide. 

It stands behind women’s equal participation in all aspects of life, focusing on four              
strategic priorities:  

● Women lead, participate and benefit equally from governance systems. 
● Women have income security, decent work, and economic autonomy. 
● All women and girls live a life free from all forms of violence.  
● Women and girls contribute to and have greater influence in building sustainable            

peace and resilience, and benefit equally from the prevention of natural disasters            
and conflicts, and humanitarian action. 

There are three pieces of training for this committee and each of them is focused on                
different aspects of what it is and how it works. 

In relation to the United Nations, UN women support UN Member States as they set               
global standards for achieving gender equality, including landmark agreements such as           
the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action and the Convention on the Elimination of              
All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW). 

2.1. History  

Even though a lot of things in women's status and gender role have changed in               
comparison to how things were in the past, nowadays gender inequalities remain deeply             
entrenched in every society. Women in all parts of the world suffer violence and              
discrimination, and most of us don't even realize this is happening. That's why in July               
2010, the United Nations General Assembly created UN Women, the United Nations            
Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of Women, in order to bring together              
resources and mandates for greater impact. Based on this, four distinctive parts of the              
United Nations system emerged and were built, which focused exclusively on gender            
equality and women’s empowerment: 

● Division for the Advancement of Women (DAW) 



 

● International Research and Training Institute for the Advancement of Women          
(INSTRAW) 

● Office of the Special Adviser on Gender Issues and Advancement of Women            
(OSAGI) 

● United Nations Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM) 

2.2. Opening Speeches  

In this committee, you will have 1 minute and 30 seconds to read your opening               
speeches in which you will have to give the commission a brief explanation about your               
country's policy, how the problem affects your delegation, and the respective solution            
that is proposed to raise during the debate. Following this order, in your opening              
speeches you need to present: 

1. Hook: An engaging way to grab your audience’s attention. 
2. Point: Your country's policy on the topic 
3. Call to Action: Possible solutions to the respective topic  

You should always use the parliamentarian language and be respectful in all matters             
while exposing your point of view. 

2.3. Research Document 

In addition to presenting the opening speeches, delegates will also need to present a              
research document. 
 
A research document is the final result of a research process in which the investigator,               
in this case, the delegates have to pose the followed sequence they used in order to                
arrive at the final conclusion. In the research report, you can include data on the               
observations made, surveys, statistics, and interviews, among other elements. The          
purpose is that the research report is constituted as a source of valuable and reliable               
information that can be used by other researchers. 
 
It follows this order: Introduction, research context, methodology, questions that were           
used, results, conclusions, and bibliography. 
 



 

 
 

3. Delegations present in the committee: 
 
The delegations present in UN Women committee are the following: 
 

● United States of America 
● French Republic 
● Russian Federation 
● Federative Republic of Brazil  
● Republic of India 
● Islamic Republic of Afghanistan 
● Federal Republic of Somalia 
● Democratic Republic of the Congo 
● Republic of Yemen 
● Kingdom of Sweden 
● Canada 
● Kingdom of Spain 
● United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland 
● Federal Republic of Germany 
● Republic of Colombia 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Historical Context of the Themes: 
 



 

4.1. Sexual Abuse  

 
This problem has always been present all around the world; there are women and girls               
that suffer from this type of abuse on a daily bases, they are forced into sexual activities                 
by the molester with threats or taking advantage of the victim. The United Nations has               
always tried to find a solution or a way of preventing this issue but is very hard because                  
there are many factors that are behind all this, for example, the lack of education in                
societies. Also, some cultures may see sexual abuse as a normal activity, and the              
victims sometimes are scared of telling their abuses because they can be harmed or              
even killed by their sexual abusers. The United Nations defines violence against women             
as "any act of gender-based violence that results in, or is likely to result in, physical,                
sexual, or mental harm or suffering to women, including threats of such acts, coercion              
or arbitrary deprivation of liberty, whether occurring in public or in private life." On              
December 20th of 1993, the General Assembly of the United Nations adopted without             
vote The Declaration on the Elimination of Violence Against Women in its resolution             
48/104. They created it due to "the urgent need for the universal application to              
women of the rights and principles with regard to equality, security, liberty,            
integrity and dignity of all human beings." 
 
 
 
4.2. The Role of Women in Society  

 
Since 1945, which is the date when the United Nations was founded, this global 
organization has been trying to solve all-embracing problems around the world in order 
to find a solution that benefits every nation and brings peace among all people. For 
many years, the United Nations has faced serious challenges in its efforts to promote 
gender equality. Globally and throughout history, the central role of women in society 
has ensured the stability, progress, and long-term development of nations, but in a lot of 
cases this main role, that is so important for every society and nation, has been 
vulnerable and underestimated in many ways. Women empowering fuels thriving 
economies, spurring productivity, and growth. The role of women has been violated for 
many years, and it's potential started to emerge in the 20th century, when women 
began not only to demonstrate what they are capable of but also, they started to fight for 
their rights and their position in society, in government, and mainly, in life. 



 

 

5. Development of topic #1: 
 
 Sexual Abuse 

WHO (World Health Organization) made a Global estimate and found out that one in              
three (35%) women worldwide have experienced either physical and/or sexual intimate           
partner violence or non-partner sexual violence in their lifetime. This topic is going to be               
discussed with the purpose of finding a viable solution to these abuses or a way of                
preventing this kind of atrocities that women around the world are living. The victims              
end up suffering short and long term problems like depression, unintended pregnancies,            
injuries, gynecological problems, sexually transmitted infections, mental problems, and         
suicide. The 2013 analysis found that women who had been physically or sexually             
abused were 1.5 times more likely to have a sexually transmitted infection. This problem              
is very hard to comfort because most of the cases are not even reported to the police or                  
security agencies. There are certain policies that can be implemented to prevent sexual             
abuse in high and low resources communities, some of this are: ending discrimination             
against women in marriage, divorce and custody laws, improving women’s access to            
paid employment, developing and resourcing national plans and policies to address           
violence against women. 



 

5.1 Rape  

Rape is the act of having sexual intercourse without someone's consent, and the rapper 
acts with violence. There are millions of women that have gone through this situation, 
research from the United Nations estimates that 35% of women around the world have 
experienced either physical and/or sexual intimate partner violence or sexual violence. 
However, some national studies show that up to 70% of women have experienced 
physical and/or sexual violence from an intimate partner in their lifetime. Also, they 
revealed that approximately 15 million adolescent girls (aged 15 to 19) worldwide have 
experienced forced sex at some point in their life. The UN Women is trying to reduce 
this numbers of victims around the world, they are creating programs where they teach 
men and women that rape should be totally abolished and that the victims should 
denounce their rapists because there are millions of other cases that are not reported to 
the authorities.  
 

 
 
 



 

  

 6. Development of topic #2: 
 
The Role of Women in Society 

 
The objective of this topic is to discuss the different roles that most women of society                
occupy on each nation that is debating in the committee. Although we can see that               
women are more empowered about their rights and roles, now than they have ever              
been, their role and their capacities in society are often dismissed and violated, making              
women seem useless. Each commission present in the UN Women committee has to             
expose their ideas about women's role in society and taking into account the different              
positions that each of them has, discuss the different solutions that we can arrive to, in                
order to find a “global settlement” that benefits everyone in the best way. 
 
 
 

 
 

6.1. Education 

 
Women's potential in education is amazing; they are characterized for being intelligent,            
effective, and sophisticated, characteristics that are essential in good preparation for           



 

life. Their way of looking at things, their perspective, and perseverance its undeniable.             
Fortunately, nowadays education is much more opened for everyone but differences are            
still abroad in our daily bases and this includes education. It is not only racial               
segregation and discrimination, but it has to do also with gender, more specifically with              
women whom a lot of times are seen only as housewives, who do not deserve any                
education, place or future in our society. 
 
Nelson Mandela once said: “Education is the most powerful weapon we can use to              
change the world,” but what happens when we are not using this weapon correctly?              
When we are not implementing all of its potentials?  
 
Following global statistics, women empowerment in education is one of the most            
effective ways to achieve positive and sustainable change in the world for everyone.             
Education not only provides benefits for women, as they gain knowledge,           
self-confidence, and respect, but also it greatly contributes to their communities,           
families, and societies, both economically and socially. As it is quoted in Phil Borges'              
book called Women Empowered: “Experience has shown that when women have the            
freedom to make their own economic and social choices, the chains of poverty can be               
broken; families are strengthened; income is used for more productive purposes; the            
spread of sexually transmitted disease slows, and socially constructive values are more            
likely to be handed down to the young.” 
 
Sadly, the value of women in education took a lot of time to be truly appreciated,                
believing in the past, that learning was something only designated for men. The             
stereotypes that people have are the stops that have always slowed us down in the               
process of growing and developing as human beings, and as a society that is supposed               
to evolve together. 
 
 
Some important points to clear about education are the following, retrieved from UN             
Women: 

● Women make up more than two-thirds of the world's 796 million illiterate people. 
● According to global statistics, just 39 percent of rural girls attend secondary            

school. This is far fewer than rural boys (45 percent), urban girls (59 percent) and               
urban boys (60 percent). 

● Every additional year of primary school increases girls' eventual wages by 10-20            
percent. It also encourages them to marry later and have fewer children and             
leaves them less vulnerable to violence. 



 

● While progress has been made in reducing the gender gap in urban primary             
school enrolment, data from 42 countries shows that rural girls are twice as likely              
as urban girls to be out of school. 

● In Cambodia, 48 percent of rural women are illiterate compared to 14 percent of              
rural men. 

● Data from 68 countries indicates that a woman's education is a key factor in              
determining a child's survival. 

● Children of mothers with no education in the Latin American and Caribbean            
region are 3.1 times more likely to die than those with mothers who have              
secondary or tertiary education, and 1.6 more likely to die than those whose             
mothers have primary-level education. 

 Retrieved from: 
http://www.unwomen.org/en/news/in-focus/commission-on-the-status-of-women-2012/fa
cts-and-figures 
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6.2. Wage Gap 

First, it is important to understand what a gender pay gap or gender wage gap is. A                 
wage gap is a breach between what men and women are paid. It refers to the median                 
annual pay of all women who work full time and year-round, compared to the pay of a                 
similar set of men.  
 

 
 
Retrieved from: 
https://www.aauw.org/research/the-simple-truth-about-the-gender-pay-gap/ 

https://www.aauw.org/research/the-simple-truth-about-the-gender-pay-gap/


 

In this case, the gender wage gap would be of 80%. 
 
“The gender pay gap is the result of many factors, including occupational segregation,             
bias against working mothers, and direct pay discrimination. Additionally, such things as            
racial bias, disability, access to education, and age come into play. Consequently,            
different groups of women experience very different gaps in pay.”- www.aauw.org 
 
The uncontrolled gender pay gap, which takes the ratio of median earnings of all              
women to all men, decreased by $0.05 since 2015. However, women still make only              
$0.79 for every dollar men make in 2019.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
Women have a lot of capacities that are being underrated, and much of this is reflected 
in the defined split that has always divided genders, the pay gap is a clear example of 
this. 
 
 

http://www.aauw.org/


 

 
6.3. Women's Role in Politics 
 
Although nowadays women can postulate themselves as political and constitutional          
candidates, the under-representation of women in the electoral campaigns and in a            
political matter constitutes a serious democratic deficit, which undermines the legitimacy           
of the contemporary democratic ideal. Men and women deserve equality in all aspects             
of life, and this includes politics too. 
 
Fortunately, over the last two decades, the rate of women’s representation in national             
parliaments globally has increased from 11.8 percent in 1998 to 17.8 percent in 2008              
and then to 23.5 percent in 2018.  
 
It is estimated that the necessary level of representation to achieve a considerable             
minority of all legislators with significant impact (critical mass) is 30% of the total global               
representation, and even though in a lot of places the rate of women participating in               
politics has increased, from a global perspective, women representation is still below            
this number. 
 
 
 

 
“The full and equitable participation of women in public life is essential to building and               
sustaining strong, vibrant democracies.”- womendeliver.org 
 



 

 
 
Some important points about women and politics can be retrieved from UN Women´s             
official website. Some of them are: 
 

● Rwanda has the highest number of women parliamentarians worldwide. Women,          
there have won 61.3 percent of seats in the lower house. 

● Globally, there are 29 States in which women account for less than 10 percent of               
parliamentarians in single or lower houses, as of November 2018, including 4            
chambers with no women at all. 

 
Retrieved from: 
http://www.unwomen.org/en/what-we-do/leadership-and-political-participation/facts-and-
figures 
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7. Guiding questions: 
 

● Do men and women have equal rights in your country? 

● Sexual abuse cases are frequently seen in your country?  

● What are the laws that protect victims of sexual abuse in your country? 

● What is the government of your country implementing in the society to stop the 

discrimination and abuses towards women? 

 
 
 
 
 

8. Helpful Links: 
 
http://www.unwomen.org/es/about-us/about-un-women 
https://www.un.org/documents/ga/res/48/a48r104.htm 
https://trainingcentre.unwomen.org/mod/data/view.php?d=38&rid=4321&lang=es 
http://www.unwomen.org/en  
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